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As promised, there was something AA-related coming very soon... Well, it has been a long time in the making (skin from 2018!) And as one of my personal favorite animals, it feels good to finally see that fully functional ingame! So without further ado, we are proud to introduce you: Release RR Western
Bongo! Credits: Skin - Wes and Yukon Coding - Wes Ingame render - Wes DOWNLOAD We hope you will enjoy this beautiful animal as much as we do! (Especially this kid, isn't that super cute?) As you've noticed, we've been working on some other side projects lately. Finishing what we started and
getting some more work done on other animals! So expect some more regular updates in the coming season! So here we have another radical remake of Animals Ready to Reveal You guys from endangered species packs as we slowly close the gap remaining animals left in our project.  We hope you will
reveal this and there will definitely be more updates to come yet, as well as the promised release of African Animal Adventure! Here is a very requested fix for our open mouth jaguar. All credit to Thom for that. DOWNLOAD HELLO THERE! we haven't seen each other in a long time... It has certainly been
excruciatingly long that no one (not even us!) has seen the finished product of one very iconic and infamous Radical Animal Remake.  The last cat standing original Zoo Tycoon 2 set of 30 animals was originally started by our former team member, Simba, about 10 years ago and underwent a whole new
iteration after iteration and then subsequently abandoned never to see complete completion. Since then, the task has moved into the hands of other team members, including me, and unfortunately for you, progress has not gotten much faster! I think it's been a few years since we've been working on the
latest iterations, and even it's undergone some tough overhauls. I hope you will forgive us for having our time/have a life!  So what did it take to get the longest, most infamous project in Aurora Designs' history finally across the finish line? Well that was a global pandemic, isn't it! Sure, that certainly gave
us some time to finish things off, but Yukon, Wes and I have worked closely as of late to make the most of this opportunity, along with some input from older AD members like Hendrix and Otter Lord, because it's about the damn time this project was completed, isn't it? We hope you enjoy what we've been
able to put together over the last couple of years and that it will brighten up the quarantine a little bit for you. Does he even need an introduction? Well, it's still here.  Aurora Designs are incredibly proud to present a full reveal of the radical Lioness remake. Credits: Skin - Mayer Model - Yukon Render -
Yukon Finish Editing and Support - Wes One Note that this lady probably will want a man in her life, so we are currently busy setting her up with perfect match. Who knows, maybe then he'll want the whole family! Stay tuned for more updates and news from people and all the best from all of us on the
team. It's been two years since Wes joined the Aurora Designs team, so he felt it was time to finish and release my second Radical Remake of animals. This animal has actually been in the works for a long time, ever since the first (and last) design tutorial on our YouTube channel, back in 2016. This is
still the first ever remake of this species, and the animal you will find in almost every zoo! We are happy to introduce you to RR Meerkat! &gt;DOWNLOAD &lt; Model: Yukon, edits by Wes Skin: Wes &amp; Mayer So this next animal has been a long time in the making. So long that we're not even sure
who made the model for it anymore... Wes started doing some baking back in July, just for fun and to improve his skills a little bit. The skin turned out better than he expected, and because it's one of his favorite animals, he started working on it more often as a side project. And just a few months later, it's
finally ready to reveal! Without further ado, we are proud to introduce you to another AA remake: RR Western Bongo. Model: DM, editing Longi and Wes Skin: Wes and Yukon Render: Yukon About 11 months ago we shared a teaser of a specific remake of ours. Although we showed one of the first
stages of the skin and many people were able to guess the animal correctly! But even before that, back in June 2016, we posted a video about the process of creating a model for him! So after more than a year of work on the skin, and 2 years of work on the model, we are proud to unveil another AA
remake: Meerkat. Model: Yukon, editing Wes Skin: Wes and Mayer Render: Yukon NOTE of April 2019 – RENDER does not show the latest MEERKAT SKIN Model: Brownwolf and HENDRIX; Editing by Yukon and Wes Skin: Yukon; Editing by Schald Editing by Wes Render: Yukon Very Happy New
Year from Aurora Designs! We've recently spoiled you with countless messages, and here's another one. Is it too good to be true? Continue reading This is one of those occasions where I'm sure everyboy goes Oh, you deserved so - and once again, not for good reason. Please welcome the newest
member of Aurora Designs, Jannick! Continue reading New WebsiteZoo News-June 16, 2014We have created a new, simplified and improved website, so this one is outdated. It will still be available for reference purposes, but will no longer be updated! Also all downloads are updated to new sites, so go
check it out! Warm welcome to our new members! Zoo News- October 3, 2013Please give a warm welcome to our four recent additions to the Aurora Designs team: Longisquama, Emilie, Okeanos Saviour &amp; Newest, Eryel! Please take a look at 'Meet the members' section for the member BIOS,
which will be published in due courseMainsite update is in progress! Zoo News - May25, 2013Such is updated to make it less confusing and comfortable. Ourprevious file hosting service mediafire.com has removed many of ourfiles, so we are switching to zootycoonabc.com, thanks to the adminRedTiger
for the support and generousity! This means that the files are very unavailable; We apologize for the inconvenience. Radical Remake returns, better than ever! Zoo News -April 27, 2012With support from our new member Leopard Claw joining as a skinner, we began working underground for a while to
prepare new creations for the final part of the original Remake of Zoo Tycoon 2; featuring some of the most elusive animals from the whole game we tried to push theboundaries of realism further, in order to look, which is not just realistic but real. We hope to be able to maintain our planned schedule so
you can expect regular updates for the coming months. Check out the first animal now! AsianElephant Released! Zoo News -March 29, 2012Yetanother bonus download for a week, the Asian elephant is the first of the official bonus download remade to be released. MarineMania Bonus Download
Released! Zoo News -March 25, 2012A newbonus download for Radical Remake has been released, suitable formrine parks and certainly creatures with their own kind of beauty! RadicalRemake - Marine Mania - Part Released! Zoo News -March 3, 2012 Finally, the time has come for Marine Mania
remade to be released. Andone might say that the wait was worth it because there are some 'extras' included in this section. But protect yourself, andenjoy this new Zoo Tycoon 2 experience! AuroraDesigns announces RR: Marine Mania! Zoo News - July 9, 2011AuroraDesigns today announced the
launch of the next installment of TheRadical Remake! Marine Mania will feature an additional 10 remade animals, as well as incredible discovery-products and meticulous design that you can learn more about the week to come! RadicalRemake Part II Released! Zoo News -April 25, 2011In a continuation
of easter celebrations, Aurora Designs today announced the release of the second part of Zoo Tycoon 2: Radical Remake. This section contains some of the highly expected remade games. ZooTycoon 2: Radical remake goes gold! Zoo News - July1, 2010Aurora Designstoday announces the release of
the first part of ZooTycoon 2: Radical Remake. The five-year ZooTycoon 2 anniversary remake can now be played by users around the world. This remake is the latest addition to the award-winning Zoo Tycoon 2franchise, and it allows players to experience the game in a completely newway.
Showcasingfor Radical Remake Zoo NewsOur firstjournal entry is up! Click the image on the left to visit the selection page. Continue searching for new entries in the diary as we receive a feature for Zoo Tycoon Radical remake! AuroraDesigns Goes Back-to-the-Basics This Fall! Zoo News-August 19,
2009S The five-year anniversary of Zoo Tycoon 2 is fast coming, the game and all its wonderful expansions are remade! From all the native animals you loved from Zoo Tycoon 2 to the rare and exotic animals you learned to adore from ZooTycoon 2: An Endangered Species. Don't forget the safari
animals you were excited about from Zoo Tycoon 2: African Adventures, and mystical ocean animals that you let make a splash on your hrez Zoo Tycoon 2: Sea Mania. Even brought-backanimals that have been terrorizing your zoo from Zoo Tycoon 2: Extinct Animals are overworked! AuroraDesigns Set
to 'Go' Zoo News -August 19, 2009Aurora Designsis independent, non-profit design team for zooTycoon 2 series. The team, which consists of the most elite designers in the community, is dedicated to 'creating powerful creations for Zoo Tycoon 2, continuing at Zoo Tycoonfranchise by holding the interest
of all players, and finding natural beauty in everything we create,' says Aurora Designsspokesmen, Jonathan Miller. If you have mounted a crawl holder and placed it in your elephant enclosure, word of advice: when it comes to African bush elephants eating from this kind of feeding device, for some
unknown reason, only cows will eat from the mounted bracket to crawl through; bulls won't. Also on the news front, sometimes the administration will say the African Bush Elephant (whatever number the male specimen will be) can't reach the mounted crawl holder. It may be too close to another object.
Still, the bulls wouldn't be interested in feeding off it. The only primate from the radical remake that will build nests from a pile of leaves is a mountain gorilla, while a chimpanzee and bornean orangutan, unlike their original version of Blue Fang, won't because they would simply pick up the leaf, then put it
back in the pile, but not build a ground nest. So, if you want your great monkeys to build nests, I would recommend placing gorillas in a chimpanzee or orangutan enclosure, so it would work, and then convert the gorillas into their own space. When your crocodiles start laying eggs, be sure to save your
game (as ever, there may be a glitch in which crocodiles will snap their jaws, and then their full pregnancy icon goes back to not being pregnant) before they build up their nests. Also, if you have several pregnant mother crocodiles that are going to build their own nests, be sure to distance the sample from
each other so that so that when one began to build a nest for her eggs, the other nesting femal. Es will not interfere and suspended from building their own nest, because they will examine the first nearby newly built nest, and therefore their own nesting and laying eggs progress will be interrupted and
abolished altogether. This happens when crocodiles have started to build their nests, which is when the pregnancy icon returns to the not pregnant stage. This strategy goes with leatherback sea turtles, too, so be careful. When you adopt aurora designs/radical remake versions of crocodiles for your zoo,
please note that they can breed only once in a lifetime while playing the game, and will be ready to mat after eighteen days of staying in your zoos. However, depending on the numbered sample, they may or may not mat, even after you reach eighteen days during the game. This means that you need to
make sure that you save the game at that time, exit Zoo Tycoon 2, then start the game again and check if the crocodiles will mat. If this happens, once they mat, play it safe, no pun intended, save the rescued zoo again. As of now, only Nil crocodiles and Indian Gharials go through with this strategy. If
any of you love giant pandas, and their location in your zoos, I should warn you that you will want to stay away from using the radical Remake version. Here's why. Explanation: The reason is the fact that when a panda gives birth to a cub, and by the time it will probably reach its youthful stage of life (in
my case, of course, from my computer), the game will end automatically. This could be due to some glitch when you press a giant panda in the animal adoption column, and the distribution of the panda, which is China, of course, does not appear on the profile. Otherwise, if you click on another animal with
a different distribution and then click on the giant panda, the panda distribution will be the same as the previous animal you just clicked on. For anyone who hates making more room for their animals, if the number is larger and therefore a larger enclosure is needed, I have some advice. Most animals from
Radical Remake and Aurora Designs have unlimited capacity requirements, so you can create your spaces as small as you want and as a result, the smaller the paddock, the more space you will have in your zoo. Here is an up-to-date list of animal species from Radical Remake and Aurora. Proposals
that have unlimited spatial resources. African Bush Elephant3. Alpine Ibex4. American beaver5. Bar-headed goose 6. Bengal Tiger8. Blacktip Reef Shark9. Black rhino 10. Black Tail Moray11. Blue Crane12. Blue Marlin13. Blue whale14. Bottlenose Dolphin15. Brown Moray16. California Sea Lion17.
Canada Goose18. Dromedary Camel21. Emperor Penguin22. Galapagos Tortoise23. Giant Panda25. Goblin Shark26. Grant is zebra27. Greater Flamingo28. Green Iguana29. Green Moray30. Grey goose 31. Grey heron32. Grizzly Bear 33. Indian Gharial35. Indian Peafowl36. Indian rhinos37. Komodo
Dragon39. Deciduous Seadragon40. Leatherback Sea Turtle41. Smaller mouse Deer42. Magpie Goose43. Mountain Gorilla45. Nile Níl Monitor47. Red Kangaroo53. Reticulated giraffe55. Ring-tailed Lemur56. Rockhopper Penguin57. Rock Hyrax58. Secretary Bird59. Pilot whales with short ribs60. Snow
leopard 61. Southern Black Korhaan62. Southern Ostriches63. Spanish Lynx64. The 1960s 1960s bear65. Thompson is Gazelle66. Three-legged leniency67. Toco Toucan68. West Indian Manatee. Manatee.
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